
The City 
A Place Without Pretense


Getting Started:


• Has there ever been a time in your spiritual journey that you attempted to make 
something appear true that wasn’t actually the case?


• Be honest––what percentage of your Christianity do you live concerned about what 
others will think and/or say about you? Why do all of us fall into this trap?


Sermon Discussion:


• Read Matthew 6:1. We all long to be admired, don’t we? Why does Jesus speak so 
strongly against that being our primary motivation in our relationship with him?


• When you think about your social media rhythms, can you see the affect of dopamine on 
your own brain? Is it more than just being bored and wanting something to do? How do 
you see that same addiction in other areas of your life?


• Read Matthew 6:2-18. Do you struggle with having a desire to practice spiritual 
disciplines in private? Why do you think that’s such a struggle for so many? 


• How do you think we’re supposed to manage the tension between being a shining city 
on a hill that displays its good deeds for others to see, and this part of Jesus’ teaching 
about not being pretentious and showy? Is Jesus contradicting himself?


• The word hypocrite came from the theater world, and has to do with actors who wear 
masks to create a picture that’s not real. What masks do you see the Christians you 
interact with wearing in their lives? Which ones do you wear?


• Read Matthew 6:19-21. Given all that Jesus has mentioned up to this point, what do you 
think his definition of “treasure” is? How does that differ from the way you’ve heard this 
verse discussed in the past? Does it change your perspective going forward? How so?


Application Questions:


• The bottom line is: WE CHOOSE HIS “WELL DONE” OVER THEIR ADMIRATION. How 
do you plan to retrain your brain for pursuing the reward from the Father that Jesus 
talked about? How can we all stop seeking the admiration of others above the kingdom?


• Take a few minutes to write down several “Why do I…?” questions that you need to 
wrestle through this week. Share a few with the group and pray through them for each 
person. Ask God to show everyone their true motives and how they can get back to 
seeking him first.
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